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Abstract
The ontology of knowledge graphs is compared with the ontology of
regions as given by Randell and Cohn. It is shown that the latter ontology
can be expressed in the former ontology.
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1 Introduction
The problem of nding an ontology, a basic system of concepts in terms of
which other concepts can be expressed, goes back in history at least as far as
Aristotle, who gave a set of 10 types of concepts, like matter, space, time
etc. in terms of which all other concepts were to be dened. A notable change
was given by Kant who stressed modalities and proposed 12 basic concepts. We
refer to the book of Sowa [7] for detailed information.
An interesting list of several hundreds of ontologies was collected by Lehmann
[5]. Most of these ontologies are rather domain specic and cannot claim a
universal status in the way the ontologies of Aristotle and Kant did. The
search for the ultimate ontology can be seen as a tournament in which pairs of
ontologies try to express each other. If ontology 1 can express the basic concepts
of ontology 2 but not vice versa, ontology 1 is more basic. The outcome of the
tournament may be one winner or a set of ontologies with the property that
no one can express the others. In that case a more powerful ontology might be
denable.
The theory of knowledge graphs has an ontology consisting of a top type concept
>, to be read as something, and eight types of binary relationships between pairs
of somethings. Next to these there are four types of n-ary relationships that
are used to describe the choice of concepts, among which are propositions, the
negation of concepts, and the modalities of possibility and necessity. The n-ary
relationships enable to give a completely graph theoretical version of logical
systems, see van den Berg [1], an undertaking that was started by Peirce in
1897 in his theory of existential graphs, see [7].
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The choice of the eight types of binary relationships is defended by Hoede by
pointing out that man structures his image of the world by reacting to the
existence of sets, the space-time nature of the world and the existence of other
minds. See the paper of Hoede and Li [3] and Hoede and Liu [4] on word
graphs. In these papers a start is made with determining graph structures
corresponding to words. The basic idea is that the brain has a representation
of the world as a graph with, in rst instance, only the eight dierent types
of binary relationships and that certain subgraphs of this huge mind graph are
given names. The ontology is therefore chosen on the sub-word level so to say.
This is the main reason why this ontology might turn out to be the ultimate
basic one.
The way to show this is to enter the tournament of comparisons. The paper
of Randell and Cohn [2] in Lehmann’s book on Semantic Networks in Articial
Intelligence, was chosen for reason that it discusses the interesting description
of relationships in space and time in a rather basic way. We will simply show
how the relationships they consider can be described in terms of the knowledge
graph ontology.
2 The two ontologies
The eight types of binary relationships of knowledge graph theory are the fol-
lowing.
Four types are based on the set concept. If A and B are sets then they can
be equal ; A = B, one can be a subset of the other; A  B, they can be alike
in that they have elements in common; A \ B 6= ; and they can be disparate;
A \B = ;. The ontology is therefore chosen to hold the following four types
A equ B
A sub B
A ali B
A dis B:
ali stands for alike and is perhaps the primus inter pares of the types as the
awareness of things with features in common can be seen to be central in the
introduction of concepts. Note that these relationships can be seen as a labeled
graph consisting of the vertices A and B linked by arcs with label equ, sub,
ali or dis. Instead of by these directed graphs we can also denote them by
equ(A;B), sub(A;B), ali(A;B), dis(A;B) in case a representation in sorted
rst order predicate logic is aimed at, like Randell and Cohn do. Knowledge
graphs can be translated into logical formulae and vice versa.
The next two types are the cau and the ord-relationship. The ordering of
things in space and time is the most important feature of space-time. The
causal relationship is very important in actual modeling of the world, but is, as
the philosopher Hume has pointed out, probably not a basic relationship. We
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refer to the chapter on Hume in the book of Russell [6]. Due to its extreme
importance in expert systems, in knowledge graph theory the causal relationship
is maintained. So we have
A ord B
A cau B
as basic binary relationship in the ontology.
The last two types are the par- and the sko-relationship. These stand for at-
tribute-object relationship and for informational dependency respectively. The
name par stems from part of and the name sko from Skolem, the name of
a logician. These two types deserve a longer discussion but here we only say
the following. In the theory of knowledge representation the mereological dis-
cussion is well-known. How many forms of \part of"-relationship are there?
In knowledge graph theory three can be distinguished. The rst one is based
on the sub-relationship and might be called a material part of-relationship.
In language this one is recognizable whenever people use the word sub, like
in \subset". The n-ary frame relationship, where the frame is a subgraph of
the mind graph interpreted as a concept, is called fpar. Any element of the
frame is related to the concept. The frame is the denition of the concept.
The part of-relationship is in this case therefore best called property. This in
distinction from the attribute that is attached to an other concept by the mind,
which is represented by the par-relationship. In \nice dog" the adjective \nice"
describes an attribute not a property of the dog, as the attribute may be dier-
ent for dierent minds. The dog considered to be \nice" by one, may be held
vicious by the other.
The sko-relationship was introduced by van den Berg and Willems, to represent
relationships like that involved in mathematical functions and also universal
quantors in logic. We therefore have
A par B
A sko B
as the last two types, at the moment of writing. This last remark is important
as we might be forced to introduce a ninth type of basic binary relationship.
The goal, however, is to keep the number of types as low as possible. Large sets
of words can already be represented by socalled word graphs using the given
eight types of relationships, see [3], [4].
The ontology of regions, as given by Randell and Cohn, uses as basic relation-
ships C(x; y) and B(x; y) where C stands for connected with and B stands for
before. These binary relations, dened on the set of regions, called dyadic rela-
tions by Randell and Cohn, are totally reflexive and symmetrical respectively
irreflexive and transitive.
In terms of C(x; y) a set of relations is dened that can all be given a spatial
interpretation. Likewise B(x; y) can be used to dene a set of relations with a
temporal interpretation. These sets are relations of certain types that can be
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represented by a type hierarchy in the form of a lattice. Randell and Cohn speak
of sort lattice, as they want to use sorted logics \with taxonomic reasoning in
mind" (cit.). We will give our results in the form of a lattice as well in order to
make comparison easy.
The relations considered, using only C(x; y) as primitive, are
P (x; y)  8z[C(z; x)! C(z; y)] (x is a part of y)
PP (x; y)  P (x; y) ^ :P (y; x) (x is a proper part of y)
x = y  P (x; y) ^ P (y; x) (x is equal to y)
O(x; y)  9z[P (z; x) ^ P (z; y)] (x overlaps y)
PO(x; y)  O(x; y) ^ :P (x; y) ^ :P (y; x) (x partially overlaps y)
DR(x; y)  :O(x; y) (x is discrete from y)
EC(x; y)  C(x; y) ^ :O(x; y) (x is externally connected with y)
TP (x; y)  P (x; y) ^ 9z[EC(z; x) ^EC(z; y)] (x is a tangential part of y)
NTP (x; y)  P (x; y) ^ :9z[EC(z; x) ^EC(z; y)] (x is a nontangential part of y)
TPP (x; y)  TP (x; y) ^ :P (x; y) (x is a tangential proper part of y):
NTPP (x; y)  NTP (x; y) ^ :P (y; x) (x is nontangential proper part of y)
TPI(x; y)  TP (x; y) ^ P (y; x) (x is a tangential part of
(and identical with) y)
NTPI(x; y)  NTP (x; y) ^ P (y; x) (x is a nontangential part of
(and identical with) y)
P−1(x; y)  P (y; x)
PP−1(x; y)  PP (y; x)
TP−1(x; y)  TP (y; x)
NTP−1(x; y)  NTP (y; x)
TPP−1(x; y)  TPP (y; x)
NTPP−1(x; y)  NTPP (y; x)
9>>>>=>>>>;
Inverse relations:
Randell and Cohn give a lattice involving these relations, that we will give later
in terms of knowledge graph ontology. Examples are given for the nine relation
types, having only the empty type ? below them in the Hasse diagram of the
lattice, see Figure 1.
b a
b
a a
NTPI(a; b)
b
ab ab
b
a
b
a
DC(a; b)EC(a; b)
PO(a; b) TPP (a; b) NTPP (a; b)
a bba
NTPP−1(a; b) TPP−1(a; b)
TPI(a; b)
Figure 1: Relations between regions.
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Note that \intuitively, a region of space may be likened to a space that could be
conceivably occupied by a physical body" (cit.). As Figure 1 shows, the regions
are constructed as topologically \closed" spatial regions, i.e., regions including
their boundaries. The conguration used for NTPI(x; y) uses a dotted gure
to indicate a topologically open region.
Randell and Cohn extend this set of relations by adding a primitive function
convex (x), meaning the convex hull of x. This function is used to dene a
set of relations capturing the notion of one region being \inside" or \outside"
another region. The extra relations are
outside(x; y)  DR(x; conv(y)) (x is outside y)
inside(x; y)  DR(x; y) ^ P (x; conv(y)) (x is inside y)
P − inside(x; y)  DR(x; y) ^ PO(x; conv(y)) (x is partially inside y)
W − outside(x; y)  DC(x; conv(y)) (x is wholly outside y)
J − outside(x; y)  outside(x; y) ^ :W − outside(x; y) (x is just outside y)
J − inside(x; y)  inside(x; y) ^ TP (x; conv(y)) (x is just inside y)
W − inside(x; y)  inside(x; y) ^NTP (x; conv(y)) (x is wholly inside y).
Excepting W − outside(x; y) each relation of this set can be further split into
two specializations: the case where x and y externally connect, and the case
where x and y are disconnected, e.g.
J − inside EC(x; y)  J − inside(x; y) ^E(x; y):
Figure 2 give examples of the use of these relations for the description of an
amoebe and a food particle.
a
W -insideDC(a; b)
b b
bb
b
b
b
b
a
a a b a
a aaa
W -outside(a; b)
J-outsideEC(a; b)
J-outsideDC(a; b)
P -insideEC(a; b)
P -insideDC(a; b)
J-insideEC(a; b)
J-insideDC(a; b)
W -insideEC(a; b)
Figure 2: Amoebe and food particle positions.
Temporal regions or periods are dened as open, i.e., intervals without their
endpoints. The basic relation is B(x; y) (x before y), next to C(x; y). Figure 3
clearly indicates the seven types of relations between periods of these two basic
types in terms. Inverse relations are evident.
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b
a
b
a
Finishes(a,b)
a
bb
aa
ba ba b
Before(a,b) Meets(a,b) Starts(a,b) During(a,b)Overlaps(a,b) =(a,b)
Figure 3: Relations between time intervals.
3 Comparison
The rst thing to remark is that Randell and Cohn use a rather high-level
concept region, when they say that a spatial region is a topologically closed
part of space as occupied by an object, see the citation given after Figure 1. In
knowledge graph theory we would represent the object and region as in Figure
4.
2 objectalioo
2
par
OO
regionalioo
Figure 4: Region as attribute of object.
The concept of type region is attributed, like the concept of type time, to the
concept of type object.
The important analysis, however, is that of the concept region as such. Dic-
tionaries usually state something like \Tract of country, place, space of more
or less denitely marked boundaries or characteristics". Good dictionaries also
include the mathematical meaning as e.g. \open connected set". We should
remark that the English concept of region has some more annotations than
the German or Dutch concept of Gebiet (Gebied).
The basic sort or type of concept is therefore that of set of points in space
respectively time. Connectedness and openness are coming on top of this sort.
Of course, we will assume that connectedness prevails and that the regions are
closed, like Randell and Cohn do. But the description will be in term of sets
and boundaries of sets, that are sets as well. We will also take over the concept
of convex hull. So we distinguish for a region r
{ The points in r denoted by A
{ The boundary of r denoted by A
{ The convex hull of r denoted by cA
{ The boundary of the convex hull of r denoted by cA.
For convex regions we have A = cA and A = cA.
Having changed the focus on the relation C(x; y) between regions x and y
to the relation between their associated sets of points A and B we can now
simply indicate how the relations look like in terms of the basic relationships of
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knowledge graph theory. We nd for the elements of the lattice given in Figure
2 of Randell and Cohn.
>
C A ali B
DR (A− A) dis (B − B)
O (A− A) ali (B − B)
P A sub B
P−1 B sub A
TP A sub B ^ A ali B
TP−1 B sub A ^ B ali A
NTP A sub B ^ A dis B
NTP−1 B sub A ^ B dis A
PP A sub B ^ :(B sub A)
= A equ B
PP−1 B sub A ^ :(A sub B)
PO A ali B ^ :(A sub B) ^ :(B sub A)
TPP A sub B ^ :(B sub A) ^ A ali B
TPP−1 B sub A ^ :(A sub B) ^ B ali A
NTPP A sub B ^ :(B sub A) ^ A dis B
NTPP−1 B sub A ^ :(A sub B) ^ B dis A
TPI A equ B ^ A equ B
NTPI A equ B ^ A dis B
EC (A− A) dis (B − B) ^ A ali B
DC A dis B
? :
The lattice is given in Figure 5.
The eect of allowing non-convex regions is just that sets cA are coming into
play and we nd
outside (A− A) dis (cB − cB)
inside A sub cB ^ (A− A) dis(B − B)
P − inside A sub cB ^ :(A sub cB) ^ :(cB sub A) ^ (A− A) dis(B − B)
W − outside A dis cB
W − inside A sub cB ^ A dis cB ^ (A− A) dis(B − B)
J − outside (A− A) dis (cB − cB) ^ A ali cB
J − inside A sub cB ^ A ali cB ^ (A− A) dis(B − B) :
The specializations, which are externally connected (EC) respectively discon-
nected (DC) lead to the following changes
P − insideEC A ali cB ^ :(A sub cB) ^ :(cB sub A) ^ A ali B
P − insideDC A ali cB ^ :(A sub cB) ^ :(cB sub A) ^ A dis B
W − insideEC A sub cB ^ A dis cB ^ A ali B
W − insideDC A sub cB ^ A dis cB ^ A dis B
J − outsideEC (A− A) dis (cB − cB) ^ A ali B
J − outsideDC (A− A) dis (cB − cB) ^ A ali (cB − B)
J − insideEC A sub cB ^ A ali CB ^ A ali B
J − insideDC A sub cB ^ A ali cB ^ A dis (CB − B) :
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A ali B
A sub B B sub A
A dis B :B sub A B dis A
A sub B A sub B A equ B B sub AB sub A B sub A
A equ B
A equ B
A equ B
:A sub B
:B sub A
A ali B
:B sub A
A dis B
:B sub A
A sub B
A dis BA dis B
B sub AA sub BA sub BA ali B B sub A (A− A)dis
:A sub B
B dis A B ali A
:A sub B
(B − B)
A ali B
A ali B
(A−A)dis(B−B)
(A−A)dis(B−B)
:A sub B B ali A
?
>
Figure 5: The lattice of relation of regions in terms of knowledge graph
ontology.
The lattice, corresponding to Figure 3 of Randell and Cohn, is given in Figure
6.
For the temporal regions, that are dealt with as open intervals by Randell and
Cohn we denote by A the points of the interval (A). bA denotes the beginpoint
of A, the rst point of the interval [A) and A denotes the endpoint of A, the
last point of the interval (A]. The seven relations now read,
before A dis B ^ eA ord bB
meets A dis B ^ eA equ bB
overlaps A ali B ^ :(A sub B) ^ :(B sub A)
starts A sub B ^ :(B sub A) ^ bA equ bB
during A sub B ^ :(B sub A) ^ bB ord bA ^ eA ord eB
finishes A sub B ^ :(B sub A) ^ eA equ eB
= A equ B :
The lattice, corresponding to the Figure 4 of Randell and Cohn, is given in
Figure 7.
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(cB − cB)
?
A ali B
(A−A)ali(B−B) (A−A)dis(B−B)
(A−A)dis(cB−cB) A ali B A ali cBA dis B
(A− A)dis
A ali cB
:A sub cB
:cB sub A
A ali cB:A sub cB
:cB sub A
A dis B
A dis cB (A− A)dis
(cB − cB) (cB − cB)
A dis
(cB − B)
A sub cB A sub cB
A ali cB
A dis B
A sub cB
A ali B A dis BA ali B
(A− A)dis
A ali cB
A ali B
A dis cB
A sub cB
A dis cB
A ali B
>
A ali cB
:A sub cB A sub cB
A ali cB
A sub cB
:cB subAA ali cB A dis cB
Figure 6: The extended lattice in terms of knowledge graph ontology.
4 Discussion
It is clear that the ontology of regions should distinguish the set character, the
connectedness and the openness. The convex hull is considered in order to be
able to discuss more specic relation types. By stressing the set character, and
considering connectedness and openness as extra conditions posed to turn the
set into a region, the knowledge graph ontology underlies the ontology given by
Randell and Cohn. That ontology considers more complex concepts.
Due to this dierence the knowledge graph ontology can also be used when the
\region" is just a set of points in space or time. This is not uninteresting as in
various modellings the discrete character prevails and yet the word region is
used to describe what might perhaps better be called cluster. The ontology
of clusters is essentially the same as that of regions, but without considering
connectedness or openness. For this reason the knowledge graph ontology is
more basic than the ontology given by Randell and Cohn. This does, of course,
not make their results less relevant. When in certain elds the natural con-
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cept are complex, working out an ontology for these complex concepts is quite
natural. Our aim was to see whether and how the knowledge graph ontology
expresses the other ontology.
eA equ eB
A sub B
:B sub A
A dis B
>
?
A sub B A sub B
A sub B
A ali B
:A sub B
:B sub A
A sub B
:B sub A
A equ B
:B sub A
bA equ bB
(−bA−eA)dis
(B−bB−eB)
(A−bA−eA)ali
(B−bB−eB)
(A−bA−eA)dis
(B−bB−eB)
(A−bA−eA)ali
(B−bB−eB)
eA ord bB
(A−bA−eA)dis
(B−bB−eB)
eA equ bB
bB ord bA
eA ord eB
:B sub A
Figure 7: The \temporal relational lattice" in terms of knowledge graph
ontology.
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